I Introduction* It is an important question in two-person zero-sum games, whether there exists a saddle point strategy, and if so, how it is to be computed. Existence theorems are known almost only for the case that the sets of strategies are compact. Often these sets are given by numerically complicated conditions and because of the necessity to consider the boundary of the constraint region you cannot apply analytical methods.
First we extend Sion's minimax theorem [7] for noncompact sets. With it we then give a solution method for a frequently occuring type of games over constrained sets. This method approximates a solution from the interior of the admissible sets and makes it possible to apply analytical methods like those for the whole spaces. It can be regarded as an extension of the widely used Interior Penalty Method of Nonlinear Programming to saddle point problems.
II* A minimax theorem for noncompact sets* Let X and Y be not empty subsets of real linear topological Hausdorff spaces gf and <&, respectively, and let R denote the real numbers. DEFINITION 1. (a) A function f\X~>R is called
If f: X xY-*R is u.s.c.-l.s.c, i.e., f{x,y) is upper semi-continuous in x for each y eY and lower semi-continuous in y for each x e X, and X and Y are compact sets, then f(x y y) is (x u 2/0-sup inf-compact for all (x u yJeX x Y. Thus the following theorem generalizes Theorem 3.4 of Sion [7] . THEOREM Following now the second part of Sion's proof of Theorem 3.4 in [7] , we come to a contradiction to (1), and we have ( 3 ) sup inf f{x f y) = inf sup fix, y) . 
THEOREM 2. Lei p n (cc, ^/) 6β quasi-concave-convex on (int A x int B), and fix, y) be continuous in each variable, quasi-concave-convex, bounded above in x for each y eB, bounded below in y for each xeA, and (x 0 , y o )-sup inf-compact on (A x B), for a fixed (x 0 , y Q ) e (int A x intJ5). Then we have:
(i) The game (int A, intB, pjx, y)) f neN, has optimal strategies x n and y n .
(ii) {x n } n εN and {y n } neN have cluster points, and these points are optimal strategies for the game (A, B, /). (ii) Denote , int B, p n (x, y) ) , (neN) , Vo := val (A, £, /) = f(x', y'), for a saddle point (x\ y') of / on A x J5, which exists by Theorem 1.
Proof. Let (x Q9 y Q ) e (int
We have
(1) /te«, 2/) + r n 0(# n , y)^v n , for each y e int B , (2) f(x, y n ) + r n #(x, i/J ^ v n , for each x e int A , /(#', y)^v Q , f(x, y') ^ v 0 , for each a? e A and # 6 B .
For an arbitrary but fixed real δ > 0 let x δ e int A and 2/ δ e int B be δ-optimal strategies in the game (A, B, /):
From (1), (2) and (3) we get /(•, 2/o) is sup-compact, so {#J ne ;v is contained in a compact set.
Hence there exists a subset {x n{a) } of the sequence {x n } which converges to an x e A. With (5) and (4) The solution method is now: Construct a barrier function g of A x B, choose a positive nuUsequence {r n } neN czR, build p n = / + r n g, find an optimal strategy x n of (int A, int B, p n (x, y)) and take a cluster point of {x n } neN as an optimal strategy for (A, JB, /), on the premises that the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied. (If the sets include their boundaries, the condition is much more complicated (cf. [3] ).) In our method at each stage (rj we have to solve such a system (*) for p n (x, y). This can be done by fixpoint methods, like the Newton Method or its modifications.
We can also take the gradient methods of [1] or [3] to solve (int A, int B, p n ) directly.
All the methods need a starting point in the interior of the regions. Mostly such a point is known in advance, but if not, it can be computed by a method given in [4] , p. 195. Then none of the algorithms mentioned above leaves the interior of the sets A and B because of the boundary properties of the barrier function. Thus the algorithms work as on the whole spaces so that it is justified to call our method a (sequential) unconstrained solution method.
